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DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY
Specified by delegates at the Data System Showcase on 28th May 2015.
MUST HAVES
1. Quick, intuitive access to all feedback and outcome tools in the MHSDS (inc. CYP IAPT data set)
for completion in session, with immediate access to total and subscale scores (with t-scores) for
all tools, presented in a user-friendly graphical format which enables comparison of scores
across sessions, and comparisons with clinical norms where available.
2. Fast, easy to use and appealing interface, compatible with tablets/smartphones, designed with,
and suited to, clinicians and children and young people. Intuitively designed systems will reduce
entry errors and increase clinical utility.
3. Simple and powerful reporting and exporting functionality
4. Viewing of individual cases and whole caseloads, with data completeness checking and prompts
for clinicians
5. Secure and user friendly portal for CYP to access in session or remotely and complete feedback
and outcome tools
6. One system for everything (inc case notes, case management, letters to GP, feedback and
outcome tools, the spine, etc) or links/connections between systems.
7. Local (at least cosmetic) configuration or with quick change and technical support
8. Configurable access adaptable to needs of partnership of services using system in different ways
with separate clientele
9. Text messaging

WOULD LIKES
1. Goals that can be altered and more than 3 added (as sometime goals change, especially around
the shift from partnership to specialist work).
2. Prompts for children and young people, and clinicians
3. Locally configurable reports that managers can pull, rather than having to go via
informatics/data team
4. An intuitive system, where all patient data/session data is easy to input, and in one place – don’t
want to have to constantly move through different screens

